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Light and shadow are fundamental to the revelation of architectural form, for it is through the 
contrast of light and shadow that the eye understands solidity. The rendering of shadow in 
architectural representation has been an aid in the composition and the resolution of architectural form 
across time.  Skiagraphy was the classical apparatus aiding this process. Underpinned by a series of 
geometrical projections and reliant on precise mathematical calculations for its efficacy, skiagraphy 
assisted in the attainment of a unified whole – the objective of composition on which classical 
conceptions of beauty rested.  In the twentieth century, the sun-path protractor was devised to assist 
the architect in the precise of calibration of sun angles and the consequent projection of shadow 
specifically for the purpose of climate responsive design through the design of sun-shading and roof 
overhangs.   First devised by Victor and Aladar Olgyay, the sun-path protractor is a tool linking 
climate science to building design through environmental simulation, thereby enabling the design of 
comfortable interiors. Although the primary tool of climate responsive design, the sun-path protractor 
also made a significant contribution to the generation of modern architectural form by being 
instrumental in alerting architects to the expressive capacity of sunlight and shadow and its 
consequences for occupation. The careful calibration of the seasonal and diurnal passage of the sun 
using the sun-path protractor facilitated a re-conception of the sunlight’s role beyond the mere 
provision of physiological comfort, in revealing new formal outcomes, the evolution of new elements 
of form, and through this, the development of architecture situated in place. 
Architects and architectural theorists have been preoccupied with sunlight, shade and shadow 
throughout history. References to shadow in architectural theory can be traced to Vitruvius who 
identifies one of the three branches of architecture as gnomonica - the devising of proportions dictated 
by shadows, as in the making of sundials - and the corresponding drawing type as sciografia 
(skiagraphy) - the use of projection techniques to cast shadows thereby rendering two dimensional 
objects with three dimensional qualities.1   
In his paper “A Semiotic Skiagraphy,” Marco Frascari describes skiagraphy as the procedure 
that ‘makes visible that which is invisible in the body of the building’2 by providing the capacity to 
measure a third dimension - depth. It is a technical procedure reliant on calculations, formula and 
geometrical projection. Its focus is the ‘mathematical part of the study of architectural shadows not … 
its object or its essence, but merely … its means… .’3 The careful delineation of shadows enables 
judgement in relation to proportion, scale, composition, character and contrast.  Texts on the practice 
of skiagraphy define shadow as ‘a dark figure or image cast on some surface by a body intercepting 
light’.4  Shadow is defined as ‘comparative darkness, esp. that caused by interception of light; a tract 
of partial darkness produced by a body intercepting the direct rays of the sun or other luminary’.5 
Shade or shading is a property of that area cast into shadow such that it is ‘by the contrast of light and 
shade that the eye understands solidity’.6  In texts, shadow and shade are two discrete entities, one a 
property of space and form and the other a property of surface. They are not ambiguous or 
interchangeable terms. Today the projection and its properties tend to be known by same term.  
Throughout history, shade and shadow have played a significant role in the articulation of 
characteristic languages associated with any particular movement. It was Ruskin who linked shadow 
and darkness to the affective by noting that shadow represents the unknown and as the source of 
sublime mystery. Whereas light relates to everything visible and known, shadow confers power by 
‘extinguishing light’.   
…after size and weight, the Power of Architecture may be said to depend on the quantity 
(whether measured in space or intenseness) of its shadows…7 
For Ruskin, processes of representation were about the reception of form, and more precisely the 
intrinsic consequences of form. Arden Reed, a scholar of 19th-century French painting and literature 
who has written on skiagraphy, notes that ‘we don’t simply see shadows, we “read” them’.8   This 
‘reading’ he argues, occurs in two ways. Beyond the instrumental reading of form, the depiction of 
shadow or shade also triggers an image or a sensation by drawing on memories of previous 
phenomenal experience. Marco Frascari too describes the architectural representation as the 
‘demonstration of a future building grounded in past perceptions’.9 The capacity of shadow to trigger 
the imagination, identified by Ruskin, was reaffirmed in the twentieth century by Frank Lloyd Wright 
in a lecture in 1931; ‘…organic architecture brings the man once more face to face with nature’s play 
of shade and depth of shadow …. presented to his imagination for consideration.’10 In the late modern 
era, skiagraphy was detested by young students of architecture, who saw it as an attempt to sustain 
outmoded conventions. However much detested, skiagraphy introduced fundamental concepts and 
trained students in the registration of the intrinsic consequences of form; the measuring of the third 
dimension.   
In the late-modern era, architecture’s preoccupation with empirical knowledge and 
functionalist thinking converged in climate science.11  Initially climate science was concerned 
primarily with the provision of satisfactory indoor conditions, understood in the narrowest sense as 
pertaining to physiological comfort and the identification of principles for climate responsive design 
was central to this ambition.12 Aladar and Victor Olgyay’s Solar control & shading devices was 
published by Princeton University in 1957 and Victor Olgyay’s Design with Climate: biometric 
approach to architectural regionalism in 1963. The Building Research Station in the UK was 
followed in Australia by the establishment of the CSIRO Commonwealth Experimental Building 
Station (CEBS). Research centres sprung up within Universities and centres of learning globally, 
amongst them the Department of Development and Tropical Studies within the Architectural 
Association London. Regionally specific texts followed. In Queensland, the Viennese émigré, Karl 
Langer published Sub-tropical Housing (1945). Significant bulletins published by the CEBS included 
J.W. Drysdale’s ‘Climate and House Design with Reference to Australian Conditions’, and  R.O. 
Phillips’ ‘Sunshine and Shade in Australasia: A study in the principles involved in finding the extent 
and direction of sunlight and shadows on buildings’.13  
Research confirmed shade impacted temperature, humidity and air movement. The sun-path 
protractor made possible a precise reading of the azimuth and zenith angles of the sun at hourly and 
monthly intervals for every latitude on the surface of the globe. It enabled determination of the 
amount of shade given by an obstruction at any particular time and the amount of direct and diffuse 
radiation present at any particular time due to the sun. In his 1958 contribution to the regular AR 
feature ‘Skill’, titled ‘Geometry of Shade,’ Michael Brawne writes that ‘one of the more important 
aspects of recent architectural thought is the realisation that a great many facets of design can be 
determined by methods of calculation.’14   
Brawne proposed two ways of understanding shade - through the making of models tested in 
an artificial sky or with various devices such as the sun-path protractor. He describes the solar chart 
first developed by Olgyay brothers in 1953 as a ‘simple design tool which would make the calculation 
of shade straightforward enough to be used in the day-to-day work of the practicing architect,’15 and 
carefully set out step-by-step the use of the projector for a novice. It was a process he believed was 
similar to the ‘drawing of a map’ in that it involved the ‘reduction of three dimensional sphere (the 
sun-path) to a two dimensional obstruction’.16 The projection of shadows using such precise 
knowledge disclosed the ideal environmentally functional modern form. However, Brawne finishes 
his technical advice by stating that:  
Sun and shade play an important role in human comfort and any method which shows the 
relation between these and architecture is therefore of considerable importance if the design 
attitude which Neutra, among  many others, has for so long advocated – planning with a full 
awareness of the biological implications – is to be translated into architecture.17 
For Brawne the identification of a technical solution alone did not constitute architecture.  
With the publication of his Survival through Design (1954), Richard Neutra heralded a new 
alertness to processes of design engaging environmental factors in issues of liveability; as distinct 
from environmental functionality. Similarly, in his writings, Breuer identified sun and shadow as 
opposing qualities to be present in balanced proportions in order for a composition to be pleasing, not 
only to the eye, but to the entire sensate body.18  In a lecture Sun and Shadow given in 1954 and first 
translated into English by Peter Blake in 1956, Breuer says of the brise-soliel:  
The sun has to be reflected before it is trapped behind glass to fill the inside with radiant heat. 
The sun control device has to be on the outside of the building, an element of the façade, an 
element of architecture. And because this device is important, it may develop into as 
characteristic a form as the Doric column… 19  
Sunlight and shadow are implicated in the development of the brise-soleil -  not just as a 
device providing protection from the sun but as a device delivering architectural expression. In their 
reappraisal of the Olgyay brothers’ contribution to architecture, David Leatherbarrow and Richard 
Wesley unravel the Olgyay’s identification of the expressive capacity of the brise-soleil confirming 
their awareness that a narrow environmental functionalism did not make architecture. Leatherbarrow 
and Wesley cite the Olgyays choice of the profile of the face overlaid with a classical proportioning 
system, gazing through a sunpath protractor at a modern façade as the cover for their first book the 
original Application of Climatic Data to House Design as testimony to the brothers’ early recognition 
of the complexity of the tool they had developed.  The Ogyay’s write of ‘shading masks’ or diagrams 
as ‘both descriptive and projective - they plot the shadow pattern a device will produce in a given 
location and they propose a range of  solutions.’20 But they do not dictate a solution. The shading 
device, the Olgyays conclude, operates in two ways - as ‘shadow caster’ ‘obstructing’ the path of the 
sun’s rays and as ‘the shading mask’ ‘obstructing’ views.21 Patterns are created through both 
operations and ‘since various devices might have the same mask and therefore the same shading 
characteristic … to choose between them is the designer’s task. Here the domain of creative design 
starts.’22  
The Olgyay brothers documented a myriad of options for sun-shading which they catalogued 
into three basic types - horizontal, vertical or egg-crate systems, with fixed or moving parts.23 
Descriptions are accompanied by photographs documenting the consequences of decisions regarding 
rhythm, material, colour and texture. Photography enabled the binding of technical information with 
the expressive. Other publications such as Danz’s Architecture and the Sun: An International Survey 
of Sun Protection Methods (1967) also catalogued ‘information, inspiration and a synopsis of 
workable (sun-shading) solutions’ illustrated with a detailed photographic survey of design 
outcomes.24 Whilst solutions are not explicitly described in experiential terms, black and white 
photographs reveal the consequences of the various technical solutions and underscore photography’s 
power to capture light and shadow rendering material, texture and form. Such images have the 
capacity to ‘resonate in an inexplicable and “unrehearsed” way’, 25 triggering memories of ‘past 
perceptions’ - and becoming available to be drawn on in processes of architectural design.  
Sun angle data is today digitalised in tables rather than construed from the reading of a 
protractor and shadows are generated by selecting a date and time and entering these into programs 
rather than being generated through mathematical projection. The designer’s involvement in 
calculation and representation is not an issue and the insight, skill and accuracy of the delineator less 
likely to be a factor. Today the registration of shadow is not essential to the reading of form in 
processes of design: other tools enable this. But in other times it was. The precise calculation of sun 
angles in order to determine an appropriate sun-shading device preceded the design of those sun-
shading devices and the positioning of walls and floor surfaces on which to receive the shadows cast 
by those sunshades. In enduring works of mid-century modern architecture, the precision with which 
such decisions were made was not a function of climate science alone but of the effect desired. 
Effectiveness relied on the precision with which light and shadow revealing architectural form could 
be anticipated and designed for. Such decisions pertain to the art of architecture and the effect of an 
imprecise discourse on climate design surrounding mid-century modern architecture has confused this 
fact.    
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